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After a strong performance in 2023, bitcoin rose 157% over the year, and an eventful January 2024 with the

launch of 11 spot bitcoin Exchange-Traded Funds (ETFs) in the US, the signs are looking positive for

cryptocurrencies. Looking toward the remainder of the year we note that many bullish catalysts are already

in place and could push the price of cryptocurrencies up:

Adoption is on the rise with a billion users on the horizon for bitcoin

The institutionalisation of bitcoin and cryptocurrencies is well on its way, with regulated wrappers

now available across most of the world

The macro environment is becoming supportive with the money tap reopening in a year of US elections,

as well as rate cuts scheduled in the US and Europe for the second half of the year

The upcoming fourth halvings will lead to a reduction of bitcoin supply

 

The performance of cryptocurrencies in February and early March is clearly not leading us to review our

expectations. While predicting a price target for crypto is a fool’s errand, if history is any guide, we

could see a supply demand shock that could push bitcoin to reach new highs in the next 18 to 24 months.

 

Crypto adoption is on the riseCrypto adoption is on the rise

 

When looking at the adoption of technological innovations over time, we see that they all go through the

same cycle – starting from the early adopters all the way up to mass adoption. As time goes by, innovation

has tended to be adopted at a faster pace. The internet went though a very fast adoption cycle going from

less than 10 millions users in 1992 to a billion users in 2005; a period of 13 years. Bitcoin went already

from 1 million users in 2016 to 350 million in 2021. It is expected that the billion users mark will be

breached as early as 2025, only nine years after.

 

This exponential adoption speed is one source of extra demand that could put pressure on anThis exponential adoption speed is one source of extra demand that could put pressure on an

already limited supply.already limited supply. Let’s not forget that at the time of the fourth halving, 96.9% of all possible

bitcoins will have already been issued.

 

Figure 1: Bitcoin Adoption vs. Internet User AdoptionFigure 1: Bitcoin Adoption vs. Internet User Adoption

Sources: Our World in Data, based on International Telecommunication Union (via World Bank) and UN (2022). Raoul Pal, Global Macro
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The institutionalisation of cryptocurrencies: the finish line may be in sightThe institutionalisation of cryptocurrencies: the finish line may be in sight

 

In Europe, physically backed cryptocurrencies Exchange-Traded Products (ETPs) have been available for

years. At WisdomTree we launched our first Bitcoin ETP in 2019 and for the last five years we have been

demonstrating that we are leading through the birth of a new asset class – one that should be part of any

diversified, multi-asset portfolios. And, after initially feeling lonely in the cryptocurrency space, we

are now seeing the finish line so to speak. With the launch of spot bitcoin Exchange-Traded Funds (ETFs)

in the US on 10 January, regulated cryptocurrency investment vehicles are now available in most

jurisdictions and discussions around the inclusion of crypto in portfolios has moved on from “why?” to

“how much?”. Established multi-asset fund managers, such as Blackrock, are now adding Bitcoin to their

portfolios. We are well past the point where managers were worried to be the first to add bitcoin to their

asset allocation.

 

The last asset to go through an institutionalisation phase was gold. Before the launch of GLD in 2004,

investors would have needed to find ways to store physical gold, creating a significant operational

barrier to institutional investment. The launch of GLD opened the door to the institutionalisation of Gold

and its inclusion in multi asset portfolios leading to a price rally that never really stopped. Over the

last 20 years the price of gold has never dropped even close to the pre-GLD levels.

 

The extra demand created by investors around the world having easy access to the asset, combined with a

constrained supply, led to price increase. The $7.6 billion of NET flows that poured in spot bitcoin ETF

in the US in the space of eight weeks could be just the start.1

 

Figure 2: New investment access for investors can lead to supply/demand shockFigure 2: New investment access for investors can lead to supply/demand shock

Source: Bloomberg, WisdomTree. From 1st January 1980 to 14 February 2024. In USD. GLD stands for SPDR Gold Shares and is the biggest Gold

Exchange Traded Product in the world. Historical performance is not an indication of future performance and any investmentHistorical performance is not an indication of future performance and any investment

may go down in value.may go down in value.

 

The fourth halving could lead to a supply demand shockThe fourth halving could lead to a supply demand shock

 

The “halving” refers directly to the reward miners get for solving the proof-of-work algorithm. This

reward is expected to half again in April 2024 as coded in the bitcoin “monetary policy”. Historically,

previous halvings have led to price increases both before the halving itself, but mostly after it.

Following the previous halvings we observed in the 15 to 18 months following percentage gains of:

Approximately 91 times (9,106.5%) in the first

Approximately 28 times (2,782.0%) in the second

Approximately seven times (684.3%) in the third

 

Even a modest 100% gain from the current levels could lead us to bitcoin levels above $100k.

 

Figure 3: Pre- and post-halvings price patterns. What could they mean for 2024 and 2025?Figure 3: Pre- and post-halvings price patterns. What could they mean for 2024 and 2025?
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The next wave of killer applications may be enabled through planned Ethereum upgradesThe next wave of killer applications may be enabled through planned Ethereum upgrades

 

Moving on to other cryptocurrencies, in 2024 Ethereum is expected to make the ‘proto-dank sharding’

upgrade, which will enable cheaper and faster transactions for layer 2 solutions. Layer 2 solutions are

protocols that run on top of Ethereum and handle transactions off-chain, bundling and settling them on

Ethereum, reducing the congestion and fees on the main network.

 

With these upgrades, Ethereum aims to solve the scalability problem that has plagued many blockchain

platforms and to gain an edge over its competitors, such as Solana, which claims to offer higher

throughput and lower costs. Ethereum’s vision is to become the base decentralised blockchain that supports

a variety of layer two solutions and decentralised applications (dApps), creating a web3 world where users

have more control, privacy, and freedom over their online activities. This is a compelling scenario for

Ethereum investors.

 

The full outlook can be viewed here.

 

SourcesSources

1 Source: WisdomTree, Bloomberg. As of 1st March 2024

 

Related ProductsRelated Products

+ WisdomTree Physical Bitcoin (BTCW / WBIT)

+ WisdomTree Physical Ethereum (ETHW / WETH)

+ WisdomTree Physical Crypto Mega Cap Equal Weight (MEGA / WMEG)

 

Related BlogsRelated Blogs

+ What's Hot: Ethereum Dencun Upgrade - A Step Towards a More Scalable Ethereum

+ How much should a neutral investor allocate to cryptocurrencies?

+ Understanding Crypto ETPs: a 1% fee differential may lead to exponential underperformance

+ The key differences between European bitcoin ETPs and US bitcoin ETFs

View the online version of this article here.
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https://wisdomtree.eu/-/media/2f223a6446b94c45a3a99e612078fffe.ashx
https://www.wisdomtree.eu/en-gb/products/ucits-etfs-unleveraged-etps/cryptocurrency/wisdomtree-physical-bitcoin
https://www.wisdomtree.eu/en-gb/products/ucits-etfs-unleveraged-etps/cryptocurrency/wisdomtree-physical-ethereum
https://www.wisdomtree.eu/en-gb/products/ucits-etfs-unleveraged-etps/cryptocurrency/wisdomtree-physical-crypto-mega-cap-equal-weight
https://www.wisdomtree.eu/en-gb/blog/2024-03-18/ethereum-dencun-upgrade-a-step-towards-a-more-scalable-ethereum
https://www.wisdomtree.eu/en-gb/blog/2024-03-07/how-much-should-a-neutral-investor-allocate-to-cryptocurrencies
https://www.wisdomtree.eu/en-gb/blog/2024-02-27/understanding-crypto-etps
https://www.wisdomtree.eu/en-gb/blog/2024-02-23/the-key-differences-between-european-bitcoin-etps-and-us-bitcoin-etfs
https://www.wisdomtree.eu/en-gb/blog/2024-03-19/signs-are-pointing-higher-for-bitcoin-and-cryptocurrencies


Important InformationImportant Information

 

Marketing communications issued in the European Economic Area (“EEA”): Marketing communications issued in the European Economic Area (“EEA”): This document has been

issued and approved by WisdomTree Ireland Limited, which is authorised and regulated by the Central Bank

of Ireland.

Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: This document has been issued

and approved by WisdomTree UK Limited, which is authorised and regulated by the United Kingdom Financial

Conduct Authority.

WisdomTree Ireland Limited and WisdomTree UK Limited are each referred to as “WisdomTree” (as applicable).

Our Conflicts of Interest Policy and Inventory are available on request. 

For professional clients only. The information contained in this document is for your generalFor professional clients only. The information contained in this document is for your general

information only and is neither an offer for sale nor a solicitation of an offer to buyinformation only and is neither an offer for sale nor a solicitation of an offer to buy

securities or shares. This document should not be used as the basis for any investment decision.securities or shares. This document should not be used as the basis for any investment decision.

Investments may go up or down in value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested. PastInvestments may go up or down in value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested. Past

performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Any decision to invest should beperformance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Any decision to invest should be

based on the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and after seeking independentbased on the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and after seeking independent

investment, tax and legal advice. investment, tax and legal advice. 

The application of regulations and tax laws can often lead to a number of differentThe application of regulations and tax laws can often lead to a number of different

interpretations. Any views or opinions expressed in this communication represent the views ofinterpretations. Any views or opinions expressed in this communication represent the views of

WisdomTree and should not be construed as regulatory, tax or legal advice. WisdomTree makes noWisdomTree and should not be construed as regulatory, tax or legal advice. WisdomTree makes no

warranty or representation as to the accuracy of any of the views or opinions expressed in thiswarranty or representation as to the accuracy of any of the views or opinions expressed in this

communication. Any decision to invest should be based on the information contained in thecommunication. Any decision to invest should be based on the information contained in the

appropriate prospectus and after seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice.appropriate prospectus and after seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice.

This document is not, and under no circumstances is to be construed as, an advertisement or any other step

in furtherance of a public offering of shares or securities in the United States or any province or

territory thereof. Neither this document nor any copy hereof should be taken, transmitted or distributed

(directly or indirectly) into the United States. 

Although WisdomTree endeavours to ensure the accuracy of the content in this document, WisdomTree does not

warrant or guarantee its accuracy or correctness. Where WisdomTree has expressed its own opinions related

to product or market activity, these views may change. Neither WisdomTree, nor any affiliate, nor any of

their respective officers, directors, partners, or employees accepts any liability whatsoever for any

direct or consequential loss arising from any use of this document or its contents.
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